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Cancer: disease of regulation

 group of diseases with loss of cell cycle 

control

 primarily caused by genetic defects

 multistep process: accumulation of defects?

 search for key genes: suppressors & 

promoters

 often no master regulator gene



Search for the master 
regulator gene combinations

Systematic search with high 
throughput methods reveal 
correlations between mutations.

Explanation 1: intracellular
 co-occurring: 

complementary genes
 mutually exclusive: 

competing genes
explored with genetic models

Uren et al. 2008

Patterns in mutation frequencies



An alternative approach: 
Tumours are heterogeneous

support from microsection analysis of 
tumours:

Yachida et al. 2010Yuan et al. 2012



Search for the master 
regulator gene combinations

Systematic search with high 
throughput methods reveal 
correlations between mutations.

Explanation 2: intercellular
 co-occurring genes: 

cooperating cells
 mutually exclusive: 

competing cells
similar to an ecosystem

Patterns in mutation frequencies

Hanahan and Weinberg 2000



The players: a mixture of
 healthy cells: 

compatible with homeostasis
 tumorous cells: 

incompatible with homeostasis

 → homeostatic mechanisms differentiate 
between cells

biochemical: 
eg: metabolism, cellular signalling 

mechanical: 
eg: adhesion, remodelling of
the environment

Tumours as ecosystems

Hanahan and Weinberg 2000



Cells compete for limited
 nutrients
 space

Survival depends on 
 the microenvironment
 cell behaviour (phenotype)

Some of the elementary cancer properties
 independence from regulation
 increased cell proliferation and pressure
 increased glucose consumption
 decreased oxygen consumption

Survival depends on cell 
behaviour

Hanahan and Weinberg 2000



 → Focus on the cell level
 → Mechanistic approach: 

How do elementary cell behaviours affect the 
whole system? 

 → study using cell-based modelling

Hanahan and Weinberg 2000

Survival depends on cell 
behaviour



A cell-based tissue model

Based on the cellular Potts model:
- cells: domains on a grid
- dynamics: minimising a target function with MC 

Cell properties:
 cell volume (biomass, V) 
 compressibility
 cell adhesion
 chemotaxis

Environment:
 diffusing substances on the grid
 - glucose, oxygen, lactate



 Cell metabolism:

Modes:
1. low consumer (overflow):

• efficient but slow
2. high consumer 

(lactic acid fermentation):
• wasteful, but fast

Switch:
• depends on oxygen cc. 
• otherwise: Warburg effect

A cell-based tissue model



 
Cell metabolism and growth:
glucose uptake: 

• J(g,G)~GVg/(GK+g)
• G: ‘advantage’: 

• low consumers: G=1
• high consumers: G>1

approximate energy yield:
• Y(low consumer)=38 g  
• Y(high consumer)=2 g

Growth: 
• dV/dt  ~ Y e – δ V

A cell-based tissue model



Normal tissue behaviour: 
cell size limits growth

- at low cell sizes fermentors 
appear due to lack of oxygen
  → small cells use more glucose

- growth is inversely 
proportional to cell size (and 
stiffness)

cell size limits growth: V ~ (uptake) - (~ biomass)

fermentor

respirator

tissue cover

cell biomass

‘pressure’

cell size



Fermentors are less likely to 
create continuous tissues

- faster consumers grow 
faster, but cover less of the 
tissue volume

- fermentors hijack supplies
- cells survive due to constant 
supply

growth advantage does not compensate for loss of nutrients

fermentor

advantage (G)
respirator



- small cells (still) grow faster
- tissue coverage is directly 
proportional to cell size

cell size

Fermentors are less likely to 
create continuous tissues



Heterogeneous, mutating 
tissues

Simulating mutations: allow the change of cell size upon
    division

average cell size decreases        fermentors appear
(maximum growth)       (due to hypoxia)

time

ce
ll 

si
ze

 decreasing cell size can be advantageous for individual cells, 
but harmful for the organism due to low tissue coverage

fermentor

respirator



Summary

 Tumours are heterogeneous eco-systems
 Whole-tumour information is not complete
 Cell phenotype and the environment

determines survival
 Interactions between cells and their

environment can be studied using
cell-based modelling 
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A cell-based tissue model

Based on the cellular Potts model

Cell properties:
 controlled cell volume 
 compressibility
 cell adhesion
 chemotaxis

Environment:
 diffusing substances on the grid
 - glucose, oxygen, lactate
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